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About This Content

The Lethal League Blaze Soundtrack is an off-the-wall collection of bombtracks from artists all over the world.

Adoring the backside of this digital album are the likes of Hideki Naganuma and Frank Klepacki, the Russian experimentalist
Pixelord, Ordinary Days' Klaus Veen and Bignic with his hard-hitting signature electro style. Joined by zeroSCAR, Grillo, chip-

hop scientist Doctor Lazer and D Fast, hailing from Helsinki. And last, but not least, B. Bravo, Lean Rock and The Sleepers
RecordZ bringing in the much needed b-boy breaks.

Tracklist:
AAron EVO - Beverly Chills

Klaus Veen - Dial Hop
Pixelord - Killa Swing
Pixelord - Dominator

The Sleepers RecordZ ft. Nasty Den - Nasty Lovers
D Fast - Whipz

D Fast - Jungaaaa
Klaus Veen - Ordinary Days V2

Klaus Veen - Snibbit
Hideki Naganuma - AIN'T NOTHING LIKE A FUNKY BEAT
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Doctor Lazer - Thuggin
Frank Klepacki - Decible

B. Bravo & Lean Rock - Shred
Bignic - Ruiner
zeroSCAR - X

Both MP3 and FLAC versions are included and a selection of 4 tracks from the original Lethal League are brought back into
this release.

Classic tracks:
Doctor Lazer - Headbangeren

Grillo - Urabon
Bignic - Scream

Klaus Veen - Ordinary Days

To match the music, this DLC includes early concept art of the stages in the game (plus ideas that didn't make the cut) and
promotional art of all the characters.

Extras
8 stage concept sheets

11 pieces of high res character art

The gains from this soundtrack will be divided between the composers and Team Reptile so if you're looking to support
everyone involved, this is a good way to do it!
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Title: Lethal League Blaze - Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Team Reptile
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Still better shooter than CoD. This game was... interesting. Basically, you are a normal schoolkid who idolizes two beauties. You
feel intimidated by their perfection and would never dream that either could have problems... or be interested in you. And
then... something happens... and you find yourself in each of their bodies on successive days... and you find out what really is
going on.

The game reaches has four endings apparently, two good, two bad. The achievements are tied to the two good endings.. A
delightful story of lost love and the chance to make it all right again. The character drawings, voicing and music really gives
dimension to the each character. what let's it down a little bit is the basic interface.. Most fun I've had in a game in a long time.
Love all the unique classes and the story is really great. Combat is fun and challenging. If you like old school final fantasy this
game is a MUST have! So excited and eager to get any expansaions or sequals.. terrible dlc because
1. Needs Virgin Trains Livery
2. Needs 11-Car Sets
3. Cab Light doesn't work. So far so good! I'm only a few hours in but have been enjoying it quite a bit already. Here's a look at
my initial run in the game ;)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cpl8X270w9w. A fun, short little horror game. It may not seem like much, but in my
opinion, it does a good job of setting the mood and is able to surprise you when you let your guard down. I enjoyed thinking
about what the story could be like while looking at well modelled sets. This game was most certainly not half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and
deserves a thumbs up considering the small crew! Job well done! ^.^. If you have completed Commandos 2 on hardest
difficulty, you won't be able to play this game.. Very Disapointing. This caputure app has potential, like the plugin feature. But
the potential is overall wasted.

Your video files will have a ridiculous huge size p.e. 11 minutes recording gameplay results is 6 gb xD
with obs I have in 12 minutes 236 mb. Because of this it is useless.

Also doing just new version and abandon the old version just to sell again is kinda like scam. I paid for this program and I never
had a usefull use with it.
I can not recommend this software there are way better option out there instad of buying this.
rather donate obs some money.

greets. I rate HUE/10
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No Co-op, trouble-shooting is necessary in order to play the game. Game play and story-line is excellent. This review was
requested by (and game supplied by) TrueAceKiller. Nice one, man. ^_^
And I'll admit right now, that I WISH I was recording my experience...my freak out was golden.)

One thing I'll never understand...Masked Shooters 2 is a sequel of a mysterious Masked Shooters, but...why isn't it on Steam?
You'll be pleased to know that you're not missing much as the original...is almost exactly the same as the sequel, but was
released on Gamejolt 2 years earlier. http://gamejolt.com/games/masked-shooters/31454#close

As discovered, this game is constructed in Unity (We meet again, eh?...), as you'll realize that bodies will occassionally spaz out
and distort right after they're killed as shown below:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786219918

Now...I KNOW I've seen this before...but where?.......It's almost like....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5solYnY3MM
(If the video is removed: "Geddan meme")

Of course, that's not the only problem. My associate has discovered mid-game that running into a wall corner a certain way will
cause you to skyrocket into the sky....there is no map ceiling.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786221009

We also discovered that the RPG is insanely powerful and will kill in a single hit, a common choice for players. A sniper rifle
can body shot or foot shot and STILL count as an instant kill. Anything that is not a machine gun / assault rifle / submachine gun
will take as little as 1-2 hits to kill someone, even at a distance. Of course, every single weapon is in your inventory from the get-
go. Some serious balancing is in order.

Masked Shooters 2 lacks in variety as everyone plays as the exact same model on a selection of 3 maps...this game has been on
Steam since January 2016 and has not had a gameplay update since April 2016. The only pro-side is that it looks decent (though
subpar), and is a Deathmatch title.

Is it worth asking price ($1)? Not at all when you can play Team Fortress 2 for free. I commend the developer for making this
game, but it's not the best shooter you can expect. You can find many free shooters out there, this title should be free as well,
considering how little you're getting with it.

3/10 A generic deathmatch shooter lacking in variety and in serious need of fixing.. Amusing, and too short.. i got a coupon for
it and had some money in my steam wallet. tbh i didnt expect it to be pretty good but its amazing for a 1 dollar game. the
controls are od but you will get used to it. Hello everybody,

the game has a LOT of potential, very beautiful graphics and it seems to be very interesting story - still need a lot of things to be
finished! Keep up the good work, devs!!. Do not waste your money on this.

Firstly, it's simple controls wouldn't work with my son's 8bitdo SFC30 gamepad, which was a bit annoying given how simple the
controls are.

Secondly the game is so bad it isn't worth any money whatsoever. The "physics" are like those programmed by a first time
programmer and are quite horrible (e.g. 1 speed up/down when jumping, no acceleration curve). The main game mechanic of
starving very quickly is just ridiculous - this was a game I only bought for my kid to play but it was too hard to play it. Even I
had trouble with the first level, let alone the 2nd.

So with those 2 factors in mind I requested a refund.. Good game but too short. Well polished and fun game, with difficult and
clever puzzles that give you that "a-ha!" moment when you figure them out. Graphics are simple but consistent and clearly
understandable (what you see in the screenshots is what there is). Music and sound effects are good, but can get a bit repetitive
after playing for a few hours straight. I have thoroughly enjoyed playing it so far.
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